Your company phone directory on a cloud

KDDI Web Directory
What can KDDI Web Directory do for you?
Our cloud-based service provides a phone directory that allows you to see your
contacts online via PC, smartphone or any other device.
It easily links to other communication tools like e-mail, the Internet and video
conferencing, making it ideal as a real-time communication hub!
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KDDI Web Directory can be your hub to access a variety of
communication tools!

Enhancing business efficiency

KDDI Web allows checking the contact information and presence of company
employees from PCs, smartphones and other devices. Seamless access is provided
between KDDI Web Directory and various communication tools.

Manage and use employee and business partner information
securely and efficiently

Your data is stored securely on our cloud service. We handle system maintenance.

Utilize various communication tools

Our app’s features can interoperate with a wide variety of communication tools. Use
KDDI Web Directory as a communication hub that smoothly coordinates with email and Web conference apps.

The first step toward communication starts on the cloud!
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Pricing plans
[Basics]
Price
Type

Service Description

Initial Cost

Monthly
(per
account)

Monthly
(per ID)

Remarks

Standard

Web Directory usable on the
cloud

30,000 JPY

60,000 JPY

300 JPY

Setup charged separately

Advanced

Standard functionality plus
integration with CUCM*

30,000 JPY

120,000 JPY

600 JPY

CUCM* integration
settings, setup charged
separately

*: Cisco Unified Communications Manager

[Options]
Price
Type

Service Description

Real-time
option

Standard functionality plus
indication of PC user’s presence

Backup option

Regularly backs up user data

Initial Cost

0 JPY

Monthly
(per
account)
30,000 JPY

In preparation In preparation

Monthly
(per ID)

Remarks

0 JPY

Uploaded to servers in
real-time

In preparation

Data recovery charged
separately

Contact

URL:http://bit.ly/2ujv6WA

